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Abstract
In U -duality-manifest formulations, supergravity fields are packaged into covariant ob-
jects such as the generalized metric and p-form fields AIpp . While a parameterization of
the generalized metric in terms of supergravity fields is known for U -duality groups En
with n ≤ 8, a parameterization of AIpp has not been fully determined. In this paper, we
propose a systematic method to determine the parameterization of AIpp , which necessarily
involves mixed-symmetry potentials. We also show how to systematically obtain the T -
and S-duality transformation rules of the mixed-symmetry potentials entering the multi-
plet. As the simplest non-trivial application, we find the parameterization and the duality
rules associated with the dual graviton. Additionally, we show that the 1-form field AI1
1
can be regarded as the generalized graviphoton in the exceptional spacetime.
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1 Introduction
In the previous paper [1], we conducted a detailed survey of mixed-symmetry potentials in
11D and type II supergravities. By considering their reduction to d dimensions, they yield
various p-form fields AIpp , which transform covariantly under En U -duality transformation
(n = 11 − d). In the U -duality-covariant formulation of supergravity known as exceptional
field theory (EFT) [2–5] (see [6–14] for earlier fundamental works), and the U -duality-manifest
approaches to brane actions [15–18], the p-form fields AIpp play an important role in providing
U -duality-covariant descriptions. However, to make contact with the standard descriptions in
supergravity and brane actions, explicit parameterizations of AIpp are needed. In this paper,
we propose a systematic method to determine the parameterization of AIpp by utilizing the
equivalence between M-theory (or type IIA theory) and type IIB theory. In our method,
in addition to the parameterization of the p-form fields, the duality transformation rules of
various potentials can also be obtained. As the first non-trivial example, we obtain the T -
and S-duality rules for the dual graviton, Eqs. (2.50)–(2.53) and (2.65), respectively.
In EFT, the fundamental fields are the generalized metric MIJ and p-form fields AIpp , as
well as certain auxiliary fields. For En EFT with n ≤ 8 , the parameterization of the generalized
metric has been determined in [13, 19] by means of the bosonic fields in 11D supergravity.
The parameterization in terms of type IIB supergravity has been determined in [20,21] for En
EFT with n ≤ 7 . They are nothing more than the two different parameterizations of the same
object MIJ , and as was concretely realized in [22], we can relate the two parameterizations
through some redefinitions of fields. As was shown in [22], by rewriting the M-theory fields
in terms of type IIA fields, these field redefinitions are precisely the T -duality transformation
rule. However, the analysis of [22] is limited to the En EFT with n ≤ 7 , where the generalized
metric contains only the standard p-form potentials. In this paper, we extend their analysis
to the case of E8 EFT, and find the T -duality and S-duality rules for the dual graviton.
This gives a non-trivial check of our duality rules for the dual graviton mentioned in the first
paragraph.
If we look at the explicit parameterization of the 1-form field AI1 , its first component Ai1 is
the graviphoton. In 11D, the graviphoton is defined as Aˆiµ ≡ gˆµν gˆνi , by using the 11D inverse
metric gˆMˆNˆ and the metric gˆµν in the external spacetime. In this paper, we propose that the
1-form field AI1 can be regarded as a generalized graviphoton in the exceptional spacetime
AIµ =mµνMνI , m ≡ (Mµν)−1 , (1.1)
whereMIˆ Jˆ is the inverse generalized metric in E11 EFT (see [23] for a recent work) and Iˆ is
the index for the l1-representation [6] of E11 that contains {µ, I} as a subset. We also find
that the parameterizations of the higher p-form fields AIpp (p ≥ 2) can be easily obtained from
that of the 1-form AI1 through a simple antisymmetrization of indices.
2
2 Parameterization of the 1-form AI1
In this section, we explain our method to determine the parameterizations of the 1-form AI1 .
The index I transforms in a fundamental representation of the En algebra with a Dynkin label
[1, 0, . . . , 0], known as the vector representation or the particle multiplet. Our approach relies
on the existence of two equivalent descriptions of EFT by deleting different nodes of the En
Dynkin diagram, M-theory and type IIB theory (see [1] and references therein for details):
(/).*-+,
α1
(/).*-+,
α2
· · ·
M-theory
(/).*-+,
αn−4
(/).*-+,
αn−3
×(/).*-+, αn
(/).*-+,
αn−2
(/).*-+,
αn−1
, (/).*-+,
α1
(/).*-+,
α2
· · ·
Type IIB theory
(/).*-+,
αn−4
(/).*-+,
αn−3
(/).*-+, αn
×(/).*-+,
αn−2
(/).*-+,
αn−1
. (2.1)
As is explained in the accompanying paper [1], in terms of M-theory, the 1-form field AI1 is
decomposed into SL(n) tensors as follows:
(AIµ) = (Aiµ, Aµ;i1i2√2! , Aµ;i1···i5√5! , Aµ;i1···i7,i√7! , . . .
)
, (2.2)
where i, j = d, . . . , 9, z are indices of the fundamental representation of SL(n). On the other
hand, in terms of type IIB theory, the 1-form field is decomposed into SL(n − 1) × SL(2)
tensors as follows:
(
A
I
µ
)
=
(
A
m
µ , A
α
µ;m,
Aµ;m1m2m3√
3!
,
Aαµ;m1···m5√
5!
,
Aµ;m1···m6,m√
6!
, . . .
)
, (2.3)
where α, β = 1, 2 are the SL(2) S-duality indices and m, n = d, . . . , 9 are indices of the
fundamental representation of SL(n − 1). In order to stress the difference between the two
parameterizations, we have denoted the 1-form in type IIB parameterization byAIµ . Although
we know the tensor structures of each component, it is not obvious how to determine the
explicit parameterization in terms of the standard supergravity fields, which is the main subject
of this paper.
As demonstrated in [22], the two decompositions (2.2) and (2.3) can be related by using
the equivalence between M-theory on T 2 with coordinates (xα) = (xy, xz) and type IIB theory
on S1 with a coordinate xy:
M-theory/T 2
compactification on xz
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T -duality along xy/xy
// Type IIB theory/S1 .
(2.4)
Here, xz is a coordinate along the M-theory circle, and the coordinate xy in M-theory (or type
IIA theory) is mapped to the coordinate xy in type IIB theory under the T -duality. By using
the map, we can rewrite various quantities in M-theory in terms of type IIB supergravity.
2.1 Supergravity fields
In order to discuss the parameterization, we will briefly explain the supergravity fields con-
sidered in this paper. We basically follow the convention of [22].
3
11D supergravity: In 11D supergravity, we consider the following bosonic fields,
{gˆMˆNˆ , Aˆ3ˆ, Aˆ6ˆ, Aˆ8ˆ,1ˆ}
(
Mˆ, Nˆ = 0, . . . , 9, z
)
. (2.5)
The standard potentials Aˆ3 and Aˆ6 couple to the M2-brane and M5-brane, respectively, while
the dual graviton Aˆ8,1 couples to the Kaluza–Klein monopole 6
1 (sometimes called MKK) [24].
When we consider a compactification to d dimensions, the 11D metric gˆMˆNˆ is decomposed as
(gˆMˆNˆ ) =

gˆµν + Aˆkµ Gˆkl Aˆlν −Aˆkµ Gˆkj
−Gˆik Aˆkν Gˆij

 (µ, ν = 0, . . . , d− 1), (2.6)
where we have defined the graviphoton as Aˆiµ ≡ −gˆµk Gˆki = gˆµν gˆνi .
Type IIA supergravity: When we consider type IIA supergravity, we use the following
standard 11D–10D map:
(gˆMˆNˆ ) ≡

gˆMN gˆMz
gˆzN gˆzz

 =

e−
2
3
Φ gMN + e
4
3
Φ
CM CN e
4
3
Φ
CM
e
4
3
Φ
CN e
4
3
Φ

 ,
Aˆ3ˆ = C3 + B2 ∧ dxz , Aˆ6ˆ = B6 +
(
C5 − 12! C3 ∧B2
) ∧ dxz ,
(2.7)
where we have added the hat to the subscript, like Aˆpˆ , to stress that it is a p-form in 11D. In
our convention, the dual graviton Aˆ8ˆ,1ˆ = {Aˆ8ˆ,1, Aˆ8ˆ,z} follows the 11D–10D map,
Aˆ8ˆ,1 = A8,1 + A7,1 ∧ dxz , Aˆ8ˆ,z = A8 +
(
C7 − 13! C3 ∧B2 ∧B2
) ∧ dxz , (2.8)
where Aˆ8ˆ,z corresponds to
ˆ˜
N studied in [24]. The metric and the graviphoton are defined as
(gMN ) =

gµν + A pµ Gpq A qν −A pµ Gpn
−Gmp A pν Gmn

 , A mµ ≡ gµν gνm . (2.9)
Then we find the 11D–10D map for the graviphoton:
Aˆmµ = A
m
µ , Aˆ
z
µ = −
(
Cµ + A
p
µ Cp
)
. (2.10)
Type IIB supergravity: In type IIB theory, in addition to the standard Einstein-frame
metric gMN , we consider the following SL(2) S-duality-covariant tensors:
(mαβ) ≡ eϕ

e−2ϕ+(C0)2 C0
C0 1

 , (Aα2 ) ≡

 B2
−C2

 , (2.11)
A4 ≡ C4 − 1
2
C2 ∧ B2 , (Aα6 ) ≡

 C6 − C4 ∧ B2 + 13 B2 ∧ C2 ∧ B2
−(B6 − C4 ∧ C2 + 16 B2 ∧ C2 ∧ C2)

 . (2.12)
We also consider the dual graviton A7,1 , whose behavior under duality transformations is to
be determined. Upon compactification to d dimensions, the graviphoton is introduced as
(gMN ) =

gµν + Apµ Gpq Aqν −Apµ Gpn
−Gmp Apν Gmn

 , Amµ ≡ gµν gνm . (2.13)
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2.2 Strategy: Linear map
Here, let us explain the detailed procedure, how to determine the parameterization of the
1-form in both the M-theory and type IIB languages:
(AIµ) =


Aiµ
Aµ;i1i2√
2!
Aµ;i1···i5√
5!
Aµ;i1···i7,i√
7!
...


, (AIµ) =


A
m
µ
A
α
µ;m
Aµ;m1m2m3√
3!
A
α
µ;m1···m5√
5!
Aµ;m1···m6,m√
6!
...


, (2.14)
where ellipses stand for the rest of the components that complete the U -duality multiplet that
potentially involve further mixed-symmetry potentials.
To determine the parameterization, we make the following modest assumptions:
• The M-theory fields A1;p,q,r,... and the type IIB fields Aα1···αs1;p,q,r,... are respectively param-
eterized by the following fields:
M-theory: {Aˆiµ, Aˆ3ˆ, Aˆ6ˆ, Aˆ8ˆ,1ˆ, . . . } , (2.15)
Type IIB theory: {Amµ , Aα2 , A4, Aα6 , A7,1, . . . } . (2.16)
• The top form is normalized with weight one:
Aµ;p,q,r,... = Aˆµp,q,r,... + (sum of products of potentials) ,
A
α1···αs
µ;p,q,r,... = A
α1···αs
µp,q,r,... + (sum of products of potentials) .
(2.17)
According to these, the first components of the 1-forms should be, respectively,
Aiµ = Aˆiµ (M-theory) , Amµ = Amµ (type IIB) . (2.18)
In the following, we explain the procedure to determine the components with higher level,
which is based on [22]. In order to utilize the map (2.4), we decompose the physical coordinates
on the n-torus in M-theory as (xi) = (xa, xα) (a, b = 1, . . . , n − 2) and those on the (n − 1)-
torus in type IIB theory as (xm) = (xa, xy) . Under the decomposition, the 1-form fields (2.14)
are decomposed into SL(n− 2)× SL(2) tensors as follows:
(AIµ) =


Aaµ
Aαµ
Aµ;a1a2√
2!
Aµ;aα
Aµ;yz
Aµ;a1···a5√
5!
Aµ;a1···a4α√
4!
Aµ;a1a2a3yz√
3!
Aµ;a1···a5yz,a√
5!
Aµ;a1···a5yz,α√
5!
...


, (AIµ) =


A
a
µ
A
y
µ
A
α
µ;a
A
α
µ;y
Aµ;a1a2a3√
3!
Aµ;a1a2y√
2!
A
α
µ;a1···a5√
5!
A
α
µ;a1···a4y√
4!
Aµ;a1···a5y,a√
5!
Aµ;a1···a5y,y√
5!
...


, (2.19)
5
where toroidal directions (either compactified or T -dualized) are shown explicitly. In terms of
the Dynkin diagram given in (2.1), in M-theory we have first performed the level decomposition
associated with the node αn. Secondly, we have done the level decomposition associated with
αn−2 . On the other hand, in type IIB theory the order is reversed. In the end, we obtain the
same decomposition. Indeed, the set of SL(n− 2)× SL(2) tensors appearing in (2.19) has the
same structure. Then, we make the following identifications [22]:


Aaµ
Aαµ
Aµa1a2√
2!
Aµ;aα
Aµ;yz
Aµ;a1···a5√
5!
Aµ;a1···a4α√
4!
Aµ;a1a2a3yz√
3!
Aµ;a1···a5yz,a√
5!
Aµ;a1···a5yz,α√
5!
...


M
=


A
a
µ
A
α
µ;y
Aµ;a1a2y√
2!
A
β
µ;a ǫβα
A
y
µ
Aµ;a1···a5y,y√
5!
A
β
µ;a1···a4
ǫβα√
4!
Aµ;a1a2a3√
3!
Aµ;a1···a5y,a√
5!
A
β
µ;a1···a5
ǫβα√
5!
...


IIB
or


A
a
µ
A
y
µ
A
α
µ;a
A
α
µ;y
Aµ;a1a2a3√
3!
Aµ;a1a2y√
2!
A
α
µ;a1···a5√
5!
A
α
µ;a1···a4y√
4!
Aµ;a1···a5y,a√
5!
Aµ;a1···a5y,y√
5!
...


IIB
=


Aaµ
Aµ;yz
ǫαβ Aµ;aβ
Aαµ
Aµ;a1a2a3yz√
3!
Aµ;a1a2√
2!
ǫαβ Aµ;a1···a5yz,β√
5!
ǫαβ Aµ;a1···a4β√
4!
Aµ;a1···a5yz,a√
5!
Aµ;a1···a5√
5!
...


M
, (2.20)
where we have defined
ǫ ≡ (ǫαβ) ≡ (ǫαβ) ≡

 0 1
−1 0

 . (2.21)
We will refer to the set of linear relations established in (2.20) as the linear map. Actually,
by using a constant matrix SIJ, it can be rewritten as
AIµ = SIJ AJµ , AIµ = (S−1)IJ AJµ . (2.22)
We note that this identification was originally proposed in [25] in the context of E11 .
Now, for simplicity, we assume the standard T -duality rule for the NS–NS fields1
gAB
A–B
= gAB − gAy gBy − BAy BBy
gyy
, gAy
A–B
= −BAy
gyy
, gyy
A–B
=
1
gyy
,
BAB
A–B
= BAB − BAy gBy − gAy BBy
gyy
, BAy
A–B
= −gAy
gyy
,
(2.23)
where A,B = {µ, a} (i.e. nine directions except the T -dual direction xy or xy). From these,
we obtain the T -duality rule for the graviphoton:
A
a
µ
A–B
= Aaµ , A
y
µ
A–B
= Bµy + A
p
µ Bpy . (2.24)
By using the 11D–10D relation (2.10), the first rule gives
Aaµ = Aˆaµ M–A= A aµ A–B= Aaµ = Aaµ , (2.25)
which is nothing but the first row of (2.20).
1This assumption is not necessary in the approach discussed in Section 3.
6
2.3 Detailed procedures
We will continue this process by considering the index structure. The second components of
the 1-form in the M-theory and the type IIB parameterization are generically expanded as
Aµ;i1i2 = Aˆµi1i2 + c1 Aˆkµ Aˆki1i2 , Aαµ;m = Aαµm + c2 Apµ Aαpm , (2.26)
where c1 and c2 are parameters to be determined. From Aαµ M–B= Aαµ;y in (2.20), we have
Aˆαµ = Aαµ M–B= Aαµ;y = Aαµy + c2 Apµ Aαpy . (2.27)
On the other hand, the second rule of (2.24) and the 11D–10D relation (2.10) gives
Aˆyµ
M–B
= A yµ
A–B
= Bµy + A
p
µ Bpy , (2.28)
and by comparing this with the α = y component of (2.27) , we find c2 = 1 .
Similarly, the map Aµ;yz M–B= Ayµ in (2.20) gives
Aµ;yz = Aˆµyz + c1 Aˆaµ Aˆayz M–B= Ayµ . (2.29)
On the other hand, the second line of (2.23) and the 11D–10D relation (2.7) give
AˆABz
M–B
= BAB − BAy gBy − gAy BBy
gyy
, AˆAyz
M–B
= −gAy
gyy
. (2.30)
By substituting the second relation into the left-hand side of (2.29) and using gµy = −(Aaµ gay+
A
y
µ gyy) , we obtain
Aaµ gay + A
y
µ gyy − c1 Aaµ gay
gyy
B–M
= Aˆµyz + c1 Aˆ
a
µ Aˆayz
M–B
= Ayµ = A
y
µ , (2.31)
which shows c1 = 1 . Thus, the parameterizations of Aµ;i1i2 and Aαµ;m are determined as
Aµ;ij = Aˆµij + Aˆkµ Aˆkij , Aαµ;m = Aαµm + Apµ Aαpm . (2.32)
In order to determine the parameterization of further components of the 1-forms, the
T -duality rules (2.23) are not enough and we need additional T -duality rules. To find the
T -duality rules, we assume that
• the T -duality rules have the 9D covariance (in the nine directions xA orthogonal to the
T -duality direction xy) ;
• the metric appears in the T -duality rule only through the combination gAy
gyy
and the
graviphoton does not appear explicitly.
By using these assumptions, we obtain the set of standard T -duality rules.
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For example, from the α = z component of (2.27), we find
Aˆzµ
M–B
= −Cµy − Apµ Cpy . (2.33)
In terms of the type IIA field, this is equivalent to
Cµ + A
a
µ Ca + A
y
µ Cy
A–B
= Cµy + A
a
µ Cay , (2.34)
and by using the identity gµy = −(A aµ gay + A yµ gyy) , we obtain(
Cµ − gµy
gyy
Cy
)
+ A aµ
(
Ca − gay
gyy
Cy
)
A–B
= Cµy + A
a
µ Cay . (2.35)
From the assumption that the T -duality rule does not contain the graviphoton explicitly, this
implies the standard T -duality rule:
CAy
B-A
= CA − Cy gAy
gyy
, (2.36)
or conversely,
CA
A–B
= CAy − C0 BAy , (2.37)
where we have employed the standard rule Cy
A–B
= C0 .
Similarly, if we consider the linear map Aµ;aα M–B= Aβµ;a ǫβα in (2.20), we find
Aˆµaα + Aˆ
k
µ Aˆkaα
M–B
=
(
Aβµa + A
p
µ A
β
pa
)
ǫβα . (2.38)
In particular, for α = y , we obtain a map between the type IIA/IIB fields,
Cµay + A
b
µ Cbay −
(
Cµ + A
m
µ Cm
)
Bay
A–B
= Cµa + A
b
µ Cba + A
y
µ Cya , (2.39)
and this is equivalent to
Cµay − Cµ Bay + Cy Bay gµy
gyy
+ A bµ
(
Cbay − Cb Bay +
Cy Bay gby
gyy
)
A–B
= Cµa − Cya gµy
gyy
+ Abµ
(
Cba − Cya gby
gyy
)
.
(2.40)
Then, we find the T -duality rule
CABy
A–B
= CAB − 2
C[A|y g|B]y
gyy
. (2.41)
Further steps
We can further proceed by considering a general expansion of the SL(2) singlet Aµ;m1m2m3 ,
Aµ;m1m2m3 = Aµm1m2m3 + c3 ǫαβ A
α
µ[m1
A
β
m2m3]
+ c4 A
p
µ Apm1m2m3 + c5 ǫαβ A
p
µ A
α
p[m1
A
β
m2m3]
. (2.42)
Similarly, unknown T -duality rules can also be expanded by considering possible 9D covariant
expressions with parameters. Then, the consistency with the linear map (2.20) determines
all of the parameters. In this manner, by using the linear map (2.20), we can find both the
parameterization of AIµ and T -duality rules for the gauge potentials one after another.
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2.4 Results
By continuing the above procedure, we have determined the M-theory parameterization as
(AIµ) =


Aiµ
Aµ;i1i2√
2!
Aµ;i1···i5√
5!
Aµ;i1···i7,i√
7!
...


=


Aˆiµ
1√
2!
(
Nˆµ;i1i2 + Aˆ
k
µ Nˆk;i1i2
)
1√
5!
(
Nˆµ;i1···i5 + Aˆkµ Nˆk;i1···i5
)
1√
7!
(
Nˆµ;i1···i7,i + Aˆkµ Nˆk;i1···i7,i
)
...


. (2.43)
Remarkably, the two tensors Nˆµ;p,q,r,... and Nˆk;p,q,r,... in each row can be regarded as particular
components of 11D-covariant tensors:
NˆMˆ1;Mˆ2Mˆ3 = AˆMˆ1Mˆ2Mˆ3 ,
NˆMˆ1;Mˆ2···Mˆ6 = AˆMˆ1···Mˆ6 − 5 AˆMˆ1[Mˆ2Mˆ3 AˆMˆ4Mˆ5Mˆ6] ,
NˆMˆ1;Mˆ2···Mˆ8,Nˆ ≃ AˆMˆ1···Mˆ8,Nˆ − 21
(
AˆMˆ1[Mˆ2···Mˆ6 AˆMˆ7Mˆ8]Nˆ − AˆMˆ1[Mˆ2···Mˆ6 AˆMˆ7Mˆ8Nˆ ]
)
+ 35 AˆMˆ1[Mˆ2Mˆ3 AˆMˆ4Mˆ5Mˆ6 AˆMˆ7Mˆ8]Nˆ ,
(2.44)
where the meaning of the equivalence ≃ is explained below.
As discussed in [26–29] (see also [1]), for any mixed-symmetry potential, not all of the
components couple to supersymmetric branes. For the dual graviton Aµ;i1···i7,i , only the
components satisfying
i ∈ {i1, . . . , i7} (2.45)
couple to supersymmetric branes. The components that do not couple to supersymmetric
branes correspond to the E11 roots α satisfying α · α < 2 , and they are not connected to the
standard p-form potentials under T -duality and S-duality. Since our procedure to determine
the parameterization is based on T -duality and S-duality, it can only provide the parame-
terization of the components that couple to supersymmetric branes. In this sense, it is more
honest to express the last equation of (2.44) as
NˆMˆ1;Mˆ2···Mˆ7x,x = AˆMˆ1···Mˆ7x,x − 21 AˆMˆ1[Mˆ2···Mˆ6 AˆMˆ7x]x + 35 AˆMˆ1[Mˆ2Mˆ3 AˆMˆ4Mˆ5Mˆ6 AˆMˆ7x]x
= AˆMˆ1···Mˆ7x,x − 15 AˆMˆ1x[Mˆ2···Mˆ5 AˆMˆ6Mˆ7]x
− 10 AˆMˆ1x[Mˆ2 AˆMˆ3Mˆ4Mˆ5 AˆMˆ6Mˆ7]x + 15 AˆMˆ1[Mˆ2Mˆ3 AˆMˆ4Mˆ5|x| AˆMˆ6Mˆ7]x . (2.46)
In this paper, equalities that hold under the restriction (2.45) are denoted by ≃ . The param-
eterizations of mixed-symmetry potentials that do not satisfy the restriction (2.45) are not
determined in this paper.
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Now we turn to the results in type IIB theory. The parameterization takes the form
(AIµ) =


Amµ(
Nαµ;m + A
p
µN
α
p;m
)
1√
3!
(
Nµ;m1m2m3 + A
p
µNp;m1m2m3
)
1√
5!
(
Nαµ;m1···m5 + A
p
µN
α
p;m1···m5
)
1√
6!
(
Nµ;m1···m6,m + A
p
µNp;m1···m6,m
)
...


, (2.47)
where
NαM1;M2 = A
α
M1M2 ,
NM1;M2M3M4 ≡ AM1···M4 −
3
2
ǫγδ A
γ
M1[M2
AδM3M4]
= CM1···M4 − 3CM1[M2 BM3M4] ,
NαM1;M2···M6 ≡ AαM1···M6 + 5AαM1[M2 AM3···M6] + 5 ǫγδ A
γ
M1[M2
AδM3M4 A
α
M5M6]
=

CM1···M6 − 10CM1[M2M3M4 BM5M6] + 15CM1[M2 BM3M4 BM5M6]
−(BM1···M6 − 10CM1[M2M3M4 CM5M6])

 ,
NM1;M2···M7,N ≃ AM1···M7,N + 6BM1[M2···M6 BM7]N − 6CM1[M2 CM3···M7]N
− 60CM1[M2M3M4 CM5M6 BM7]N + 10CM1[M2M3M4 CM5M6M7]N
+
45
2
(
BM1[M2 BM3M4 CM5M6 CM7]N − CM1[M2 CM3M4 BM5M6 BM7]N
)
.
(2.48)
The last component N1;6,1 is relatively long, and the S-duality invariance is not clear. However,
this is because of the definition of the dual graviton A7,1 . As we will see later (in Eq. (3.47)),
a certain redefinition of A7,1 makes the expression of N1;6,1 simpler.
2.5 T -duality rule
In addition to the parameterizations, we have obtained the T -duality rules as follows:
gAB
A–B
= gAB − gAy gBy − BAy BBy
gyy
, gAy
A–B
= −BAy
gyy
,
A
a
µ
A–B
= Aaµ , A
y
µ
A–B
= Bµy + A
p
µ Bpy ,
BAB
A–B
= BAB − BAy gBy − gAy BBy
gyy
, BAy
A–B
= −gAy
gyy
,
CA1···An−1y
A–B
= CA1···An−1 − (n − 1)
C[A1···An−2|y| gAn−1]y
gyy
,
CA1···An
A–B
= CA1···Any − nC[A1···An−1 BAn]y − n (n− 1)
C[A1···An−2|y| BAn−1|y| gAn]y
gyy
.
(2.49)
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For the 6-form potential B6 and the dual graviton A7,1 , we find
BA1···A5y
A–B
= BA1···A5y − 5A[A1···A4 CA5]y − 5A[A1A2A3|y| CA4A5]
− 45
2
C[A1A2 BA3A4 CA5]y −
15
2
C[A1A2 CA3A4 BA5]y
− 10A[A1···A3|y| CA4|y|gA5]y
gyy
− 15C[A1A2 BA3|y| CA4|y| gA5]y
gyy
, (2.50)
BA1···A6
A–B
= AA1···A6y,y − 6B[A1···A5|y| BA6]y
+ 30A[A1A2A3|y C|A4A5 BA6]y + 30A[A1···A4 CA5|y| BA6]y
− 315
2
B[A1A2 BA3|y| CA4A5 CA6]y +
60A[A1A2A3|y BA4|y CA5|y g|A6]y
gyy
, (2.51)
AA1···A6y,y
A–B
= BA1···A6 − 30B[A1A2 CA3A4 CA5A6] −
6B[A1···A5|y g|A6]y
gyy
+
20A[A1A2A3|y| CA4A5 gA6]y
gyy
+
30B[A1|y| CA2A3 CA4A5 gA6]y
gyy
+
150B[A1A2 CA3A4 CA5|y| gA6]y
gyy
, (2.52)
AA1···A6y,B
A–B≃ AA1···A6y,B − 6C[A1···A5|y| CA6]B − 6B[A1···A5|B| BA6]y
+ 10C[A1A2A3|B| CA4A5A6]y + 20C[A1A2A3|y| BA4|B| CA5A6]
+ 40C[A1A2A3|y| BA4A5 CA6]B + 30B[A1A2 CA3A4 CA5A6] BBy
+
45
2
B[A1A2 CA3A4
(−BA5|y| CA6]B + CA5|y| BA6]B)
− AA1···A6y,y gBy
gyy
+
6C[A1···A5|y| CA6]y gBy
gyy
− 6CBy C[A1···A5|y| g|A6]y
gyy
+
6BBy B[A1···A5|y g|A6]y
gyy
− 10C[A1A2|By C|A3A4A5|y| gA6]y
gyy
+
120C[A1A2|By| BA3A4 CA5|y| gA6]y
gyy
− 20BBy C[A1A2A3|y| CA4A5 gA6]y
gyy
+
40C[A1A2A3|y| BA4|B| CA5|y| gA6]y
gyy
− 120BBy B[A1A2 CA3A4 CA5|y g|A6]y
gyy
+
45
2
B[A1A2 BA3|y| CA4A5 CA6]y gBy
gyy
. (2.53)
The T -duality rules (2.50) and (2.52) coincide with the known results [30] (see Appendix A
therein), for which the following identification of supergravity fields is needed:


gµν
B
C(1)
C(3)
C(5)
B˜
N


(IIA)
[30]
=


gMN
B2
C1
C3
C5
−B6
A7,1


(IIA)
here
,


gµν
B
C(0)
C(2)
C(4)
C(6)
B˜


(IIB)
[30]
=


gMN
B2
−C0
−C2
−A4
−(C6 − 14 B2 ∧ B2 ∧ C2)
−(B6 − 14 C2 ∧ C2 ∧ B2)


(IIB)
here
. (2.54)
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On the other hand, (2.53) has been obtained in [31], where B2 = 0 and C2 = 0 are assumed.
If we truncate B2 and C2 , we have A4 = C4 and the T -duality rule (2.53) reduces to
AA1···A6y,B
A–B≃ AA1···A6y,B + 10A[A1A2A3|B| AA4A5A6]y
− AA1···A6y,y gBy
gyy
− 10A[A1A2|By A|A3A4A5|y| gA6]y
gyy
. (2.55)
More explicitly, according to the restriction (2.45), the direction x ≡ B must be contained in
{A1, . . . , A6} and by choosing A6 = x , we have
AA1···A5xy,x
A–B
= AA1···A5xy,x + 5A[A1A2A3|x| AA4A5]xy −
AA1···A5xy,y gxy
gyy
+
5A[A1A2|xy A|A3A4|xy| gA5]y
gyy
− 5A[A1A2|xy A|A3A4A5]y gxy
3 gyy
. (2.56)
If we denote k ≡ ∂x and h ≡ ∂y , and define
N
(7)
M1···M6 ≡ AM1···M7,x , N
(7)
M1···M6 ≡ AM1···M7,x , N
(7)
M1···M7 ≡ AM1···M7,y , (2.57)
the result of [31] (see Eq. (5.13)) is precisely reproduced:
(ιkN
(7))A1···A5y
A–B
= (ιkιhN
(7))A1···A5 − 5 (ιkA)[A1A2A3 (ιkιhA)A4A5] −
(ιkιhN (7))A1···A5 gxy
gyy
− 5 (ιkιhA)[A1A2 (ιkιhA)A3A4 gA5]y
gyy
+
5 (ιhA)[A1A2A3 (ιkιhA)A4A5] gxy
3 gyy
. (2.58)
This shows that A7,1 corresponds to the 7-form N
(7) or N (7) of [31] under B2 = 0 and C2 = 0.
In the above computation, we have shown only T -duality transformations from type IIB
to type IIA, but we can easily find the inverse map. The standard rules (2.49) have the same
form even for the map from type IIA to type IIB:
gAB
B–A
= gAB − gAy gBy −BAy BBy
gyy
, gAy
B–A
= −BAy
gyy
,
Aaµ
B–A
= A aµ , A
y
µ
B–A
= Bµy + A
p
µ Bpy ,
BAB
B–A
= BAB − BAy gBy − gAy BBy
gyy
, BAy
B–A
= −gAy
gyy
,
CA1···An−1y
B–A
= CA1···An−1 − (n− 1)
C[A1···An−2|y| gAn−1]y
gyy
, (2.59)
CA1···An
B–A
= CA1···Any − nC[A1···An−1 BAn]y − n (n− 1)
C[A1···An−2|y| BAn−1|y| gAn]y
gyy
.
Regarding the 6-form potential and the dual graviton, the results are as follows:
BA1···A5y
B–A
= BA1···A5y + 5C[A1···A4|y| CA5] + 5C[A1A2A3 CA4A5]y
− 15C[A1A2|y| CA3A4|y| gA5]y
gyy
− 5Cy C[A1···A4|y| gA5]y
gyy
, (2.60)
BA1···A6
B–A
= AA1···A6y,y − 6B[A1···A5y BA6]y − 30C[A1···A4|y| CA5 BA6]y
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− 10C[A1A2A3 CA4A5|y| BA6]y + 30C[A1A2|y| CA3A4|y| BA5A6]
− 30Cy C[A1···A4|y| BA5|y| gA6]y
gyy
− 90C[A1A2|y| CA3A4|y| BA5|y| gA6]y
gyy
, (2.61)
AA1···A6y,y
B–A
= BA1···A6 −
6B[A1···A5|y| gA6]y
gyy
+
45
2
C[A1A2|y| BA3A4 CA5 gA6]y
gyy
, (2.62)
AA1···A6y,B
B–A≃ AA1···A6y,B − 6B[A1···A5|B| BA6]y + 6C[A1···A5 CA6]By
− 15
2
C[A1···A4|y| CA5A6]B + 20C[A1A2A3 CA4A5|B| BA6]y
− 20C[A1A2A3 CA4A5|y| BA6]B − 40C[A1A2A3 CA4|By| BA5A6]
− 45
2
C[A1A2|y| CA3 BA4|B| BA5A6] −
6A[A1···A5|By,y g|A6]y
gyy
(2.63)
+
6BBy B[A1···A5|y| gA6]y
gyy
+
15C[A1···A4|y| CA5|By| gA6]y
gyy
+
15
2
C[A1···A4|y| CA5A6]y gBy
gyy
− 20C[A1A2A3 CA4A5|y| BA6]y gBy
gyy
− 195
8
C[A1A2|y| CA3A4|y| BA5A6] gBy
gyy
− 45
4
C[A1A2|y| CA3A4|y| BA5|B| gA6]y
gyy
− 45
2
BBy C[A1A2|y| CA3 BA4A5 gA6]y
gyy
− 45
2
Cy C[A1A2|y| BA3A4 BA5|B| gA6]y
gyy
.
Now, let us comment more on the restriction rule. In the T -duality rule (2.53), we are
assuming that B is contained in {A1, · · · , A6} . When the restriction is removed, we expect
that the right-hand side of the T -duality rule is modified. In general, the components that
do not satisfy the restriction are in the same orbit as the (α 6= β)-component of the type IIB
potential A αβ8 , which is electric-magnetic dual to the 0-form potential mαβ . Therefore, it will
be possible that A αβA1···A6By appears on the right-hand side of (2.53).
2.6 S-duality rule
The standard S-duality transformation rules are reproduced as follows:
g′MN = gMN , A
′m
µ = A
m
µ , C
′
0 = −
C0
(C0)2 + e−2ϕ
, e−ϕ
′
=
e−ϕ
′
(C0)2 + e−2ϕ
,
B′2 = −C2 , C′2 = B2 , C′4 = C4 − B2 ∧ C2 , A′4 = A4 ,
C′6 = −B6 +
1
2
B2 ∧ C2 ∧ C2 , B′6 = C6 −
1
2
C2 ∧ B2 ∧ B2 , A′16 = A26 , A′26 = −A16 .
(2.64)
From the S-duality invariance of Aµ;m1···m6,m, we also find
A′M1···M7,M ≃ AM1···M7,M + 7
(
B[M1···M6 BM7]M − B[M1···M6 BM7M ]
)
+ 7
(
C[M1···M6 CM7]M − C[M1···M6 CM7M ]
)
− 105
2
(
A[M1···M4 BM5M6 CM7]M − A[M1···M4 CM5M6 BM7M ]
)
+
945
4
(
B[M1M2 BM3M4 CM5M6 CM7]M − B[M1M2 BM3M4 CM5M6 CM7M ]
)
. (2.65)
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3 Another approach based on the generalized metric
In this section, we discuss another derivation of the T -/S-duality transformation rule for the
dual graviton, which is based on the generalized metric. We also explain another method to
determine the parameterization of the 1-form AIµ .
In d dimensions, scalar fields are packaged into a U -duality-covariant object called the
generalized metric, denoted as MIJ and MIJ in M-theory and type IIB, respectively. The
generalized vielbeins, EIJ and EIJ respectively, are defined such that
MIJ ≡ δKL EKI ELJ , MIJ ≡ δKL EKI ELJ . (3.1)
According to [13], the generalized vielbein can be constructed as follows. We first consider
the positive-root generators of the En algebra, which are summarized as
{Eα} = {Kij (i < j), Ri1i2i3 , Ri1···i6 , Ri1···i8,i, . . .
}
(3.2)
in the M-theory parameterization and as
{Eα} = {Kmn (m < n), R22, Rm1m2α , Rm1···m4 , Rm1···m6α , Rm1···m7,m, . . . } (3.3)
in the type IIB parameterization. We also consider the Cartan generators,
{Hk} = {Kdd −Kd+1d+1, . . . , K99 −Kzz, K88 +K99 +Kzz + 13 D} (3.4)
in the M-theory parameterization (D ≡ Kii) and
{Hk} = {Kdd − Kd+1d+1, . . . , K77 − K88, K88 + K99 − 14 D− R12, 2R12, K88 − K99} (3.5)
in the type IIB parameterization (D ≡ Kmm). Then, we prepare the matrix representations of
these generators in the vector representation. In the M-theory parameterization, the matrix
representations have been obtained in [13] for n ≤ 7 and in [19] for n = 8 . In the type IIB pa-
rameterization, they have been determined in [20,21] for n ≤ 7. The results for n = 8 are given
in Appendix B. Then, we define the generalized vielbein in the M-theory parameterization as
E ≡ (EI J) ≡ Eˆ L , Eˆ ≡ ehkHk e
∑
i<j hi
j Kij ,
L ≡ (LIJ) ≡ e
1
3!
Aˆi1i2i3
Ri1i2i3 e
1
6!
Aˆi1···i6 R
i1···i6
e
1
8!
Aˆi1···i8,iR
i1···i8,i · · · ,
(3.6)
and the generalized vielbein in the type IIB parameterization as
E ≡ (EIJ) ≡ Eˆ L , Eˆ ≡ ehk Hk e
∑
m<n hm
n Kmn ,
L ≡ (LIJ) ≡ e
1
2!
Aαm1m2
R
m1m2
α e
1
4!
Am1···m4 R
m1···m4
e
1
6!
Aαm1···m6 R
m1···m6
α e
1
7!
Am1···m7,m R
m1···m7,m · · · .
(3.7)
The objects Aˆ and A are again the M-theory and type IIB fields respectively, expressed in a
new basis. Namely, Aˆ and A are respectively related to Aˆ and A by field redefinitions, as we
will show in this section. The ellipses in both parameterizations disappear for n ≤ 8 .
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The generalized metrics (3.1) are then expressed as
MIJ ≡ (E⊺ E)IJ = (L⊺ MˆL)IJ , MIJ ≡ (E⊺ E)IJ = (L⊺ Mˆ L)IJ , (3.8)
where we have defined the untwisted metrics as
MˆIJ ≡ (Eˆ⊺ Eˆ)IJ , MˆIJ ≡ (Eˆ⊺ Eˆ)IJ , (3.9)
which are parameterized by the supergravity fields hk (vielbein) and hk (vielbein and mαβ) .
Explicitly, the untwisted metrics take the following form:
Mˆ ≡ |Gˆ| 1d−2


Gˆij 0 0 0
0 Gˆi1i2,j1j2 0 0 · · ·
0 0 Gˆi1···i5,j1···j5 0
0 0 0 Gˆi1···i7,j1···j7 Gˆij
...
. . .


, (3.10)
Mˆ ≡ |G| 1d−2


Gmn 0 0 0 0
0 mαβ G
mn 0 0 0
0 0 Gm1m2m3,n1n2n3 0 0 · · ·
0 0 0 mαβ G
m1···m5,n1···n5 0
0 0 0 0 Gm1···m6,n1···n6 Gmn
...
. . .


, (3.11)
where
Gˆi1···ip,j1···jp ≡ δj1···jpk1···kp Gˆi1k1 · · · Gˆipkp , |Gˆ| ≡ det(Gˆij) ,
Gm1···mp,n1···np ≡ δn1···npq1···qp Gm1q1 · · ·Gmpqp , |G| ≡ det(Gmn) .
(3.12)
On the other hand, the twist matrices L and L contain various gauge potentials, which can be
computed by using the matrix representations of the En generators given in Appendix B.
As we have introduced the parameterization of the generalized metrics, let us explain the
procedure to obtain the duality rules, which has been proposed in [22] for n ≤ 7.
3.1 Linear map between generalized metrics
Here, we explain how to determine the duality transformation rules from the generalized
metric. As we have discussed in Section 2, in the M-theory and type IIB parameterizations,
we are using different bases, which are related through the linear map (2.22). Accordingly,
the generalized metrics in the two parameterizations are related as
MIJ = (S
⊺
)I
KMKL SLJ . (3.13)
The explicit form of SIJ has been obtained in [22] only for n ≤ 7 , and in this paper, we extend
the result to be applicable to n ≤ 8 . Under the linear map, the generalized coordinates are
transformed as
xI = SIJ x
J , xI = (S−1)IJ xJ . (3.14)
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Since the matrix size of SIJ is very large (21 × 21), we show the linear map as follows:


xa
xα
ya1a2√
2!
yaα
yyz
ya1···a5√
5!
ya1···a4α√
4!
ya1a2a3yz√
3!
ya1···a6α,a√
6!
ya1···a6(α,β)√
6!
ǫαβ ya1···a6[α,β]√
2! 6!
ya1···a5yz,a√
5!
ya1···a5yz,α√
5!
ya1···a6yz,b1b2b3√
6! 3!
ya1···a6yz,b1b2α√
6! 2!
ya1···a6yz,ayz√
6!
ya1···a6yz,b1···b6√
6! 6!
ya1···a6yz,b1···b5α√
6! 5!
ya1···a6yz,b1···b4yz√
6! 4!
ya1···a6yz,b1···b6yz,a√
6! 6!
ya1···a6yz,b1···b6yz,α√
6! 6!


︸ ︷︷ ︸
xI
=


xa
yαy
ya1a2y√
2!
yβa ǫβα
xy
ya1···a5y,y√
5!
y
β
a1···a4
ǫβα√
4!
ya1a2a3√
3!
y
β
a1···a6y,ay
ǫβα√
6!
ǫαγ ǫβδ y
γδ
a1···a6y√
6!
Ya1···a6
Ya1···a5,a
y
β
a1···a5
ǫβα√
5!
ya1···a6y,b1b2b3y√
6! 3!
y
γ
a1···a6y,b1b2
ǫβα√
6! 2!
ya1···a6,a√
6!
ya1···a6y,b1···b6y,y√
6! 6!
y
β
a1···a6y,b1···b5y
ǫβα√
6! 5!
ya1···a6y,b1···b4√
6! 4!
ya1···a6y,b1···b6y,a√
6! 6!
y
β
a1···a6y,b1···b6
ǫβα√
6! 6!


︸ ︷︷ ︸
SI I xI
⇔


xa
xy
yαa
yαy
ya1a2a3√
3!
ya1a2y√
2!
yαa1···a5√
5!
yαa1···a4y√
4!
ya1···a6,a√
6!
ya1···a6,y√
6!
ya1···a5y,a√
5!
ya1···a5y,y√
5!
y
αβ
a1···a6y√
6!
yαa1···a6y,b1b2√
6! 2!
yαa1···a6y,ay√
6!
ya1···a6y,b1···b4√
6! 4!
ya1···a6y,b1b2b3y√
6! 3!
yαa1···a6y,b1···b6√
6! 6!
yαa1···a6y,b1···b5y√
6! 5!
ya1···a6y,b1···b6y,a√
6! 6!
ya1···a6y,b1···b6y,y√
6! 6!


︸ ︷︷ ︸
xI
=


xa
yyz
ǫαβ yaβ
xα
ya1a2a3yz√
3!
ya1a2√
2!
ǫαβ ya1···a5yz,β√
5!
ǫαβ ya1···a4β√
4!
ya1···a6yz,ayz√
6!
Ya1···a6
Ya1···a5,a
ya1···a5√
5!
ǫαγǫβδ ya1···a6(γ,δ)√
6!
ǫαβ ya1···a6yz,b1b2β√
6! 2!
ǫαβ ya1···a6β,a√
6!
ya1···a6yz,b1···b4yz√
6! 4!
ya1···a6yz,b1b2b3√
6! 3!
ǫαβ ya1···a6yz,b1···b6yz,β√
6! 6!
ǫαβ ya1···a6yz,b1···b5β√
6! 5!
ya1···a6yz,b1···b6yz,a√
6! 6!
ya1···a6yz,b1···b6√
6! 6!


︸ ︷︷ ︸
(S−1)II xI
,
where

 Ya1···a6
Ya1···a5,a

 ≡

 9
√
2+1
14
δ
b1···b6
a1···a6√
6! 6!
3
√
2−2
28
δ
b1···b5b
a1···a6√
6! 5!
3
√
2−2
28
δ
b1···b6
a1···a5a√
5! 6!
δ
b1···b5
a1···a5 δ
b
a− 3
√
2+5
28
δ
b1···b5b
a1···a5a√
5! 5!




yb1···b6,y√
6!
yb1···b5y,b√
5!

 , (3.15)

 Ya1···a6
Ya1···a5,a

 ≡

 9
√
2+1
14
δ
b1···b6
a1···a6√
6! 6!
3
√
2−2
28
δ
b1···b5b
a1···a6√
6! 5!
3
√
2−2
28
δ
b1···b6
a1···a5a√
5! 6!
δ
b1···b5
a1···a5 δ
b
a− 3
√
2+5
28
δ
b1···b5b
a1···a5a√
5! 5!



 ǫ
αβ yb1···b6[α,β]√
2! 6!
yb1···b5yz,b√
5!

 (3.16)
with δj1···jni1···in ≡ n! δ
j1···jn
i1···in . The constant matrix S
I
J can be read off from the above map between
the coordinates. We can check that the matrix SI I satisfies the property
SIK (S
T)KJ = δ
I
J , (S
T)IK S
K
J = δ
I
J , (3.17)
under the generalized transpose, which is defined for a matrix A = (AIJ) as
(AT)IJ ≡ δIK (A⊺)KL δLJ ≡ δIK ALK δLJ , (3.18)
namely the standard matrix transpose
⊺
followed by a flip in the position of the indices. This
property shows that the flat metric is preserved under the linear map:
δIJ = S
K
I S
L
J δKL . (3.19)
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Now, the constant matrix SIJ has been completely determined and the relation (3.13)
connects the two parameterizations. By comparing both sides, we can express the M-theory
fields in terms of the type IIB fields, and vice versa. In the case n ≤ 7 , the generalized
metric does not contain the dual graviton, but it appears in n ≥ 8 and here we consider the
generalized metric in E8 EFT.
3.2 Connection between the two parameterizations
By comparing the two parameterizations (3.13) of the E8 generalized metric, we find the
following relation between the M-theory fields and type IIB fields:
(
Gˆij
)
=

Gˆab Gˆaβ
Gˆαb Gˆαβ


M–B
= e−
2
3
ϕ G
1/3
yy

δca −Aγay
0 δγα



2Gcy,dyGyy 0
0 e
ϕ
Gyy
mγδ



 δdb 0
−Aδby δδβ

 , (3.20)
Aˆayz
M–B
=
Gay
Gyy
, (3.21)
Aˆabα
M–B
=
(
A
β
ab −
2Aβ[a|y| Gb]y
Gyy
)
ǫβα , (3.22)
Aˆabc
M–B
= Aabcy − 3
2
ǫγδ A
γ
[abA
δ
c]y −
3 ǫγδ A
γ
[a|y|A
δ
b|y| Gc]y
Gyy
, (3.23)
Aˆa1···a4yz
M–B
= Aa1···a4 −
(2A[a1a2a3|y| Ga4]y
Gyy
+
3 ǫγδ A
γ
[a1a2
Aδa3|y| Ga4]y
Gyy
)
, (3.24)
Aˆa1···a5α
M–B
=
(
Aβa1···a5y + 5A[a1a2a3|y|A
β
a4a5]
+
5
2
ǫγδ A
γ
[a1a2
Aδa3|y|A
β
a4a5]
−
10A[a1a2a3|y|A
β
a4|y|Ga5]y
Gyy
−
15 ǫγδ A
γ
[a1a2
Aδa3|y|A
β
a4|y| Ga5]y
Gyy
)
ǫβα (3.25)
Aˆa1···a6
M–B
= Aa1···a6y,y − 15 ǫγδ A[a1a2a3|y|
(
Aγa4a5 A
δ
a6]y
+
2Aγa4|y|A
δ
a5|y| Ga6]y
Gyy
)
, (3.26)
Aˆa1···a6yz,α
M–B
=
[
Aβa1···a6 +
A
β
[a1a2
(
20Aa3a4a5|y| + 30 ǫγδ A
γ
a3a4 A
δ
a5|y|
)
Ga6]y
Gyy
]
ǫβα , (3.27)
Aˆa1···a6yz,b
M–B
= Aa1···a6y,b −
15
2
A[a1···a4 Aa5a6]by − 10 ǫαβ A[a1a2a3|y|Aαa4a5 Aβa6]b
+
15
2
ǫαβ ǫγδ A
α
[a1a2
A
β
a3|b|A
γ
a4a5 A
δ
a6]y
+
20A[a1a2a3|y|Aa4a5|by| Ga6]y
Gyy
−
20 ǫαβ A[a1a2a3|y|A
α
a4|b|A
β
a5|y| Ga6]y
Gyy
−
10 ǫαβ A[a1a2a3|y|A
α
a4a5 A
β
|by| Ga6]y
Gyy
+
30 ǫαβ A[a1a2|by|A
α
a3a4 A
β
a5|y| Ga6]y
Gyy
+
15 ǫαβ ǫγδ
(
Aα[a1a2 A
β
a3|b|A
γ
a4|y|A
δ
a5|y| − Aα[a1a2 A
β
a3|y|A
γ
a4a5 A
δ
|by|
)
Ga6]y
Gyy
. (3.28)
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By making identifications
AˆMˆ1Mˆ2Mˆ3 = AˆMˆ1Mˆ2Mˆ3 , AˆMˆ1···Mˆ6 = AˆMˆ1···Mˆ6 ,
AˆMˆ1···Mˆ8,Nˆ ≃ AˆMˆ1···Mˆ8,Nˆ − 28 Aˆ[Mˆ1···Mˆ6 AˆMˆ7Mˆ8]Nˆ
(3.29)
for M-theory fields and
AαM1M2 = A
α
M1M2 , AM1···M4 = AM1···M4 , A
α
M1···M6 = A
α
M1···M6 , (3.30)
AM1···M7,N ≃ AM1···M7,N + 7
(
B[M1···M6 BM7]N − B[M1···M6 BM7N ]
)
+
105
4
[
C[M1···M4
(
BM5M6 CM7]N − 3CM5M6 BM7]N
)
− C[M1···M4
(
BM5M6 CM7N ] − 3CM5M6 BM7N ]
)]
+
315
8
(
C[M1M2 CM3M4 BM5M6 BM7]N − C[M1M2 CM3M4 BM5M6 BM7N ]
)
(3.31)
for type IIB fields, and by using the 11D–10D map, these relations are precisely the T -duality
rules obtained in Section 2.5. The S-duality rule for the new dual graviton is simply
A′M1···M7,N = AM1···M7,N , (3.32)
which is consistent with (2.65) under the identification (3.31).
Note that, in order to obtain the duality rules for the higher mixed-symmetry potentials,
we need to consider the En generalized metric with n ≥ 9 .
3.3 1-form AIµ as the generalized graviphoton
In Section 2, we found that the 1-form gauge field AIµ has a simple structure in terms of the
tensors Nˆ and N:
AIµ = Nˆ Iµ + Aˆkµ Nˆ Ik (M-theory) , AIµ = NIµ + Apµ NIp (type IIB) . (3.33)
In fact, this combination has a clear origin. The basic idea is as follows.
Generalized graviphoton in DFT: In type IIB theory, the graviphoton is given by
Amµ = gµν g
νm . (3.34)
We can consider a generalization of this graviphoton in double field theory (DFT). In DFT,
the inverse of the generalized metric has the form,2
HIˆ Jˆ =

 gˆMN gˆMK BˆKN
−BˆMK gˆKN (gˆ − Bˆ gˆ−1 Bˆ)MN

 , (xIˆ) ≡ (xM , x˜M ) . (3.35)
2Note that the B-field in this paper has the opposite sign to the one usually used in DFT.
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We decompose the physical coordinates as (xM ) = (xµ, xm) and define the generalized coor-
dinates for the compact directions as (xI) ≡ (xm, x˜m) (m = 1, . . . , n− 1). Then, we find
HµI = (gˆµm, gˆµK BˆKm) = (gˆµm, gˆµν Bˆνm + gˆµp Bˆpm)
= gˆµν
(
Amν , Bˆνm +A
p
ν Bˆpm
)
.
(3.36)
This leads us to define the generalized graviphoton as
AIµ ≡ gµν HνI =

 Amµ
Bˆµm +A
p
µ Bˆpm

 [g ≡ (gˆµν)−1] , (3.37)
which transforms covariantly under O(n − 1, n − 1) transformations, and is sometimes used
in the double sigma model (see, e.g., [18, 32]). In the context of DFT, AMµ has been studied
in [33], where it is called the Kaluza–Klein vector. By using
NN
I ≡

 δmN
BˆNm

 , (3.38)
we observe that the generalized graviphoton can be expressed as
AIµ = NµI +ApµNpI , (3.39)
which has the same structure as (3.33).
Generalized graviphoton in EFT: We now consider the case of EFT starting with the
generalized metric MIˆ Jˆ in E11 EFT. Denoting the inverse matrix of Mµν by mµν , we define
the generalized graviphoton as
AIµ ≡mµνMνI . (3.40)
In the following, we show that this AIµ is precisely the 1-form considered in Section 2. To this
end, let us recall that the generalized metric has the structure
MIJ = (L⊺ MˆL)IJ , MIJ = (L−1 Mˆ−1 L−⊺)IJ . (3.41)
By using the fact that the matrix L has a lower-triangular form, we find
Mµν = Mˆµν = |gˆ| 12 gµν ≡mµν , (3.42)
MµI = (Mˆ−1 L−⊺)µJ = MˆµN (L−⊺)NJ = |gˆ|
1
2 gµν
[
(L−⊺)νI +Akν (L
−⊺)kI
]
, (3.43)
where we have used
(MˆMˆNˆ ) = |gˆ| 12

δµρ 0
Aˆiρ δ
i
k



gρσ 0
0 Gˆkl



δµσ Aˆjσ
0 δjl

 . (3.44)
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Then, we obtain
AIµ =mµνMνI = (L−⊺)µI + Aˆkµ (L−⊺)kI . (3.45)
In order to show that this is the same as the 1-form considered in Section 2, let us com-
pute the explicit form of (L−⊺)µI in M-theory/type IIB parameterizations. In the M-theory
parameterization, L is defined as (3.6) and by using the matrix representations of the E11
generators given in Appendix B, we obtain
(L−⊺)Nˆ
I ≃


δi
Nˆ
Aˆ
Nˆi1i2√
2!
Aˆ
Nˆi1···i5−5 AˆNˆ[i1i2 Aˆi3i4i5]√
5!
Aˆ
Nˆi1···i7,i−7 AˆNˆi[i1···i4 Aˆi5i6i7]+35 AˆNˆ [i1i2 Aˆi3i4i5 Aˆi6i7]i√
7!
...


, (3.46)
where i ∈ {i1, . . . , i7} has been assumed for the fourth row. By using the identification (3.29),
(L−⊺)Nˆ
I is precisely the same as NˆNˆ
I given in (2.44) and the generalized graviphoton is the
same as the 1-form (2.43).
On the other hand, in the type IIB parameterization, L is defined as (3.7) and we obtain
(L−⊺)N I ≃


δmµ
AαNm
ANm1m2m3− 32 ǫγδ A
γ
N[m1
Aδ
m2m3]√
3!
AαNm1···m5+5A
α
N[m1
Am2···m5]+5 ǫγδ A
γ
N[m1
Aδm2m3
Aα
m4m5]√
5![
ANm1···m6,m+ǫγδ A
γ
Nm A
δ
m1···m6+10AN[m1m2m3 Am4m5m6]m
−30 ǫγδ AγN[m1 A
δ
m2m3
Am4m5m6]m+
15
2
ǫαβ ǫγδ A
α
N[m1
A
β
m2m3
A
γ
m4m5
Aδ
m6]m
]
√
6!
...


, (3.47)
where m ∈ {m1, . . . ,m6} has been assumed for the fifth row. Again by using the identifica-
tion (3.31) and m ∈ {m1, . . . ,m6} , (L−⊺)N I matches NN I given in (2.48) and the generalized
graviphoton in the type IIB parameterization is precisely the 1-form (2.47).
Here, let us comment on the relation to the series of papers [34–36]. The standard wave
solution in 11D supergravity has the non-vanishing flux associated with the graviphoton Aiµ .
In [34–36], the wave solution was embedded into EFT, which has non-vanishing AIµ . Then,
by rotating the duality frames, various brane solutions were obtained in EFT. Particularly
in [36], the 1-form AIµ was regarded as the graviphoton in the (4+56)-dimensional exceptional
space. Since all of their brane solutions in EFT couple to the generalized graviphoton AIµ ,
branes were interpreted as a kind of generalized wave in the exceptional space. Although the
explicit parameterization of AIµ was not determined there, conceptually, their idea is closely
related to the result obtained here.
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4 Parameterization of AIpp
In this section, we study the parameterization of the higher p-form fields AIpp .
2-form AI22
The 2-form gauge field AI22 transforms in the string multiplet, characterized by the Dynkin
label [0, . . . , 0, 1, 0] . It is decomposed as
AI2µν =


Aˆ[µν];i
1√
4!
Aˆ[µν];i1···i4
1√
6!
Aˆ[µν];i1···i6,i
...


, A
I2
µν =


Aαµν
1√
2!
A[µν];m1m2
1√
4!
Aα[µν];m1···m4
1√
6!
Aα[µν];m1···m5,m
...


, (4.1)
and, e.g., the first component in each parameterization can be expanded as
Aˆ[µν];i = Aˆµνi +m1 Aˆ
k
[µ Aˆν]ki +m2 Aˆ
k
[µ Aˆ
l
ν] Aˆkli , (4.2)
Aαµν = A
α
µν + b1 A
p
[µ A
α
ν]p + b2 A
p
[µ A
q
ν] A
α
pq , (4.3)
by introducing parameters m1, m2, b1, and b2 . We already have the T -duality rules, and by
following the same procedure as the 1-form, we can determine these parameters.
Repeating the procedure, we find the parameterization
AI2µν =


Nˆ[µ;ν]i + Aˆ
k
[µ| Nˆk;|ν]i
1√
4!
(
Nˆ[µ;ν]i1···i4 + Aˆ
k
[µ| Nˆk;|ν]i1···i4
)
1√
6!
(
Nˆ[µ;ν]i1···i6,i + Aˆ
k
[µ| Nˆk;|ν]i1···i6,i
)
...


, (4.4)
A
I2
µν =


Nα[µ;ν] + A
p
[µ| N
α
p;|ν]
1√
2!
(
N[µ;ν]m1m2 + A
p
[µ| Np;|ν]m1m2
)
1√
4!
(
Nα[µ;ν]m1···m4 + A
p
[µ| N
α
p;|ν]m1···m4
)
1√
5!
(
N[µ;ν]m1···m5,m + A
p
[µ| Np;|ν]m1···m5,m
)
...


. (4.5)
Interestingly, the tensors Nˆ and N are precisely the same as those defined in Section 2.4. The
origin of this simple structure can be understood as follows.
For example, let us consider the map (2.38)
Aˆµaα + Aˆ
k
µ Aˆkaα
M–B
=
(
Aβµa + A
p
µ A
β
pa
)
ǫβα , (4.6)
in which both sides are connected through T -duality. However, the T -duality rule is 9D
covariant, and even if we replace the index a by the 9D index A = (µ, a) , the above relation
is still satisfied. Then, choosing A = ν and antisymmetrizing µ and ν , we get
Aˆµνα + Aˆ
k
[µ Aˆ|k|ν]α
M–B
=
(
Aβµν + A
p
[µ A
β
|p|ν]
)
ǫβα , (4.7)
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which connects the first row of AI2µν and the first row of AI2µν . In this manner, simply by
replacing an internal index a with an external index ν and acting the antisymmetrization, we
obtain the parameterization of the 2-form from the result of the 1-form.
In the literature, several components of the 1-form and 2-form have been studied in,
e.g., [3, 37]. By following the notation of [18], their M-theory parameterizations are
Aµm = Aµm , Aµmn = Cˆµmn
β −Aµk Cˆkmnβ√
2
, Bµνm =
Cˆµνm −A[µk Cˆν]mk√
10
, (4.8)
while the type IIB parameterizations are
Aµi = Aµi , Aµiα = ǫαβ
(
Cˆµi
β −Aµk Cˆkiβ
)
, Bµνα =
Cµν
α −A[µj Cˆ|j|ν]α√
10
. (4.9)
By comparing, e.g., Aµmn with Bµνm , we find that their results also follow the antisymmetriza-
tion rule and seem to be consistent with our results up to conventions.
3-form and higher p-form
Similar to the case of the 2-form, a parameterization of a general p-form can be obtained by
acting the antisymmetrization on that of the 1-form. In the case of the 3-form, we obtain
AI2µνρ =


Nˆ[µ;νρ] + Aˆ
k
[µ| Nˆk;|νρ]
1√
3!
(
Nˆ[µ;νρ]i1i2i3 + Aˆ
k
[µ| Nˆk;|νρ]i1i2i3
)
1√
5!
(
Nˆ[µ;νρ]i1···i5,i + Aˆ
k
[µ| Nˆk;|νρ]i1···i5,i
)
...


, (4.10)
A
I2
µνρ =


N[µ;νρ]m + A
p
[µ| Np;|νρ]m
1√
3!
(
Nα[µ;νρ]m1m2m3 + A
p
[µ| N
α
p;|νρ]m1m2m3
)
1√
4!
(
N[µ;νρ]m1···m4,m + A
p
[µ| Np;|νρ]m1···m4,m
)
...


. (4.11)
Compared to the 2-form, the first component in the type IIB side Nαµ;ν has disappeared because
the number of indices is not enough to account for a 3-form. The 4-form is
AI2µ1···µ4 =


1√
2!
(
Nˆ[µ1;µ2···µ4]i1i2 + Aˆ
k
[µ1| Nˆk;|µ2µ3µ4]i1i2
)
1√
4!
(
Nˆ[µ1;µ2···µ4]i1···i4,i + Aˆ
k
[µ1| Nˆk;|µ2µ3µ4]i1···i4,i
)
...

 , (4.12)
A
I2
µ1···µ4 =


N[µ1;µ2···µ4] + A
p
[µ1| Np;|µ2µ3µ4]
1√
2!
(
Nα[µ1;µ2···µ4]m1m2 + A
p
[µ1| N
α
p;|µ2µ3µ4]m1m2
)
1√
3!
(
N[µ1;µ2···µ4]m1m2m3,m + A
p
[µ1| Np;|µ2µ3µ4]m1m2m3,m
)
...


, (4.13)
and higher p-forms are also obtained in a similar manner.
We note that if there exists a certain invariant tensor fIpIq
Ir with symmetry fIpIq
Ir =
(−1)pq fIqIpIr , we can redefine an r-form AIrr as
AIrr → A′Irr = AIrr + fIpIq Ir AIpp ∧ AIqq . (4.14)
In such case, the r-form field is not unique and we cannot fix the parameterization unambigu-
ously.
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5 Summary and discussion
In this paper, we have proposed a systematic way to determine the parameterization of the
p-form field AIpp . As a demonstration, we have determined how the dual graviton enters the
p-form field. We have also determined the duality rules for the dual graviton, which have been
partially studied in the literature. Our procedure is based on the (factorized) T -duality and
S-duality transformations, which form a subgroup of the full U -duality group. Accordingly,
our procedure cannot determine the contribution of the mixed-symmetry potentials that do
not couple to any supersymmetric branes. However, we have provided another approach to
determine the parameterization of AIpp . We have found that the 1-form field is precisely the
generalized graviphoton AIµ =mµνMνI defined by the E11 generalized metric. By following
the procedure of [6, 38, 39], we can in principle determine the parameterization of the E11
generalized metric level by level. We can then determine the full parameterization of the
1-form field. As we have shown, once the parameterization of the 1-form field is determined,
we can easily obtain the parameterization of the p-form field by antisymmetrizing the indices.
As future directions, it would be interesting to revisit the worldvolume actions of exotic
branes. In the case of exotic branes, the Wess–Zumino term contains the mixed-symmetry
potentials, but at present, the explicit forms of the brane actions are known for a few examples
[31, 40–42]. A manifestly U -duality-covariant Wess–Zumino term, which employs the p-form
fields AIpp , has been proposed in [15] and it is important to clarify the connection to the results
of [31, 40–42] by using the concrete parameterization of AIpp . It would be also interesting to
develop another U -duality-manifest approach to brane actions [17, 43] (see also [16, 18] for a
similar approach).
It would also be useful to study the duality transformation rules for more mixed-symmetry
potentials beyond the dual graviton. By following the procedure proposed in this paper, it
is a straightforward task to determine such duality rules. Recently, a T -duality manifest
formulation for mixed-symmetry potentials has been studied in detail in [44], which aims to
be more useful for determining the T -duality rules. Nevertheless, in order to consider the
S-duality rule or the M-theory uplifts, our U -duality-based procedure would potentially prove
more useful.
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A Notation
In this appendix, we summarize the notation that has been used in this work to denote various
fields corresponding to each theory and each dimension, as well as the different types of indices.
M-theory and type IIA/IIB theory are defined in D dimensions, where D = 11, 10 respec-
tively. Upon a dimensional reduction on a torus, we have a d-dimensional supergravity theory,
with a global symmetry group En, where n = D − d. According to this, all the splittings of
the M-theory and type IIB coordinates and the higher/lower-dimensional indices that have
been used are shown in Figure 1. The D-dimensional coordinates in M-theory and type IIB
theory are denoted by xMˆ and xM , respectively.
In addition, indices for the p-form multiplet are denoted as Ip in M-theory and as Ip in
type IIB theory. In particular, for the 1-form, we denote I ≡ I1 and I1 ≡ I . In type IIB theory,
the index of the vector representation of the SL(2) S-duality group is represented by α = 1, 2.
In Table A.1, we summarize the notation that we have used to represent the fields of various
theories. Fields transforming as U -duality multiplets are considered. Similarly, standard
supergravity fields of M-theory and type II theories and the lower-dimensional fields that arise
after compactification are considered.
B En generators
In this appendix, we show the explicit matrix representation of the En generators in the
vector representation. In the M-theory parameterization, our matrices are consistent with [19].
Mˆ


M


A


i


m


µ


a


α




x0
...
xd−1
xd
...
x8
xy
xz

 ← T -duality →
S1


x0
...
xd−1
xd
...
x8
xy



µ

 a


m


A


M
Figure 1: Left: splittings of the M-theory coordinates (xMˆ ) and their index notation. A
compactification on a circle S1 along the direction xz and a T -duality transformation along
the xy coordinate are considered. Right: splittings of the type IIB coordinates (xM) and their
notations are shown. A T -duality transformation is taken along the coordinate xy.
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Field M-theory Type IIB Type IIA
U -duality-covariant p-form AIpp AIpp –
generalized metric M M –
generalized vielbein E E –
twist matrix L L –
D-dim. metric gˆ g g
D-dim. fields Aˆ A, B, C A , B, C
D-dim. fields (Section 3) Aˆ A –
spacetime metric gˆ g g
internal metric Gˆ G G
Table A.1: Summary of the fields that have been used in this work. While the first four lines
correspond to U -duality multiplets, the rest correspond to standard supergravity fields. In the
last two lines we show the d-dimensional fields that appear after compactification.
Through the linear map from M-theory parameterization to type IIB parameterization, we also
find the matrix representations in the type IIB parameterization, which is new.
Here, we show the results for E8 , but the En generators with n ≤ 7 can be easily obtained
through a truncation. For example, an E8 generator R
i1···8,i disappears in E7 because the
index i ranges over seven directions and i1···8 automatically vanishes. Conversely, our E8
generators can be understood as a truncation of the E11 generators. In E11 , the matrix
representation becomes infinite dimensional, but the first several blocks are the same as the
E8 generators. Accordingly, although we have computed the matrix (L
−⊺) in (3.46) by using
the E8 generators, the first four rows do not change even if we use the matrix representation
of the E11 generators.
3 In that sense, the results given in this appendix can be understood as
a truncation of the E11 generators.
B.1 M-theory parameterization
In the M-theory parameterization, the En generators are decomposed as
{Tαˆ} =
{
Kij, Ri123 , Ri1···6 , Ri1···8,i, R
i123 , Ri1···6 , Ri1···8,i, . . .
}
, (B.1)
3To be more precise, in our matrix representations in M-theory, in the fourth row and below that, we have
used Schouten-like identities; i.e., terms with antisymmetrized nine indices (· · · )[i1···i7ij] have been dropped
because they disappear automatically in n ≤ 8 . However, this does not affect the computation of (L−⊺)
in (3.46) because the restriction rule i ∈ {i1, . . . , i7} has been assumed there and terms with the structure
(· · · )[i1···i7ij] disappear even for n = 11 . In this sense, (3.46) can be understood as being obtained from the
E11 generalized metric.
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where the ellipses disappear for n ≤ 8 . In this appendix, we may use a short-hand notation
for the multiple indices:
(· · · )i1···p ≡ (· · · )i1···ip . (B.2)
We are also using the notation
δ
j1···jn
i1···in ≡ n! δ
j1···jn
i1···in . (B.3)
If we restrict ourselves to the case n ≤ 8 , they satisfy the following commutation relations:4
[
Kij, K
k
l
]
= δkj K
i
l − δil Kkj , (B.4)[
Kij , R
k1k2k3
]
=
1
2!
δk1k2k3jr1r2 R
ir1r2 , (B.5)
[
Kij, R
k1···k6] = 1
5!
δk1···k6jr1···r5 R
ir1···r5 , (B.6)
[
Kij, R
k1···k8,k] = 1
7!
δk1···k8jr1···r7 R
ir1···r7,k + δkj R
k1···k8,i , (B.7)
[
Kij , Rk1k2k3
]
= − 1
2!
δir1r2k1k2k3 Rjr1r2 , (B.8)[
Kij, Rk1···k6
]
= − 1
5!
δir1···r5k1···k6 Rjr1···r5 , (B.9)[
Kij, Rk1···k8,k
]
= − 1
7!
δir1···r7k1···k8 Rjr1···r7,k − δik Rk1···k8,j , (B.10)[
Ri1i2i3 , Rj1j2j3
]
= −Ri1i2i3j1j2j3 , (B.11)
[
Ri1i2i3 , Rj1···j6
]
= − 1
5!
δj1···j6r1···r5sR
i1i2i3r1···r5,s , (B.12)
[
Ri1i2i3 , Rj1j2j3
]
=
1
2!
δi1i2i3r1r2s δ
r1r2t
j1j2j3
Kst − 1
3
δi1i2i3j1j2j3 δ
t
sK
s
t , (B.13)
[
Ri1i2i3 , Rj1···j6
]
=
1
3!
δi1i2i3r1r2r3j1···j6 Rr1r2r3 , (B.14)[
Ri1i2i3 , Rj1···j8,j
]
=
1
5!
δi1i2i3r1···r5j1···j8 Rr1···r5j , (B.15)[
Ri1···i6 , Rj1j2j3
]
=
1
3!
δi1···i6j1j2j3r1r2r3 R
r1r2r3 , (B.16)
[
Ri1···i6 , Rj1···j6
]
=
1
5!
δi1···i6r1···r5s δ
r1···r5t
j1···j6 K
s
t − 2
3
δi1···i6j1···j6 δ
t
sK
s
t , (B.17)
[
Ri1···i6 , Rj1···j8,j
]
=
1
2!
δi1···i6r1r2j1···j8 Rr1r2j , (B.18)[
Ri1···i8,i, Rj1j2j3
]
=
1
5!
δi1···i8j1j2j3r1···r5 R
r1···r5i , (B.19)
[
Ri1···i8,i, Rj1···j6
]
=
1
2!
δi1···i8j1···j6r1r2 R
r1r2i , (B.20)
[
Ri1···i8,i, Rj1···j8,j
]
= δi1···i8j1···j8 K
i
j , (B.21)[
Ri1i2i3 , Rj1j2j3
]
= Ri1i2i3j1j2j3 , (B.22)
4If we consider the E11 algebra, for example
[
Ri1i2i3 , Rj1···j8,j
]
needs to be modified as
[
Ri1i2i3 , Rj1···j8,j
]
=
1
5!
(
δ
i1i2i3r1···r5
j1···j8 Rr1···r5j − δ
i1i2i3r1···r5
[j1···j8| Rr1···r5|j]
)
. However, the second term on the right-hand side identically
vanishes for n ≤ 8 . In this sense, the commutation relations shown here are valid only in the case n ≤ 8 .
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[
Ri1i2i3 , Rj1···j6
]
=
1
5!
δr1···r5sj1···j6 Ri1i2i3r1···r5,s . (B.23)
We note that our convention will be related to that of [19] as follows:
Here Kij Ri123 R
i123 Ri1···6 R
i1···6 Ri1···8,i R
i1···8,i
[19] Kij Ri123 R
i123 2Ri1···6 −2Ri1···6 2Ri1···8,i 2Ri1···8,i
.
Now, we show the matrix representations of these generators in the vector representation.
In the M-theory parameterization, the vector representation (for n ≤ 8) is decomposed as
{xI} =
{
xi,
yi12√
2!
,
yi1···5√
5!
,
yi1···7,i√
7!
,
yi1···8√
8!
,
yi1···8,k123√
8! 3!
,
yi1···8,k1···6√
8! 6!
,
yi1···8,k1···8,i√
8! 8!
}
, (B.24)
where y[i1···7,i] = 0 . In this paper, in order to reduce the matrix size, we have combined yi1···7,i
and yi1···8 , and our yi1···7,i do not satisfy y[i1···7,i] = 0 . We then find that the following matrices
(Tαˆ)
I
J satisfy the above E8 algebra:
Kpq ≡ diag
7×7


−δiqδ
p
j
δ
pr
i12
δ
j12
qr√
2! 2!
δ
pr1···4
i1···5
δ
j1···5
qr1···4
4!
√
5! 5!
1
6!
δ
pr1···6
i1···7
δ
j1···7
qr1···6
δ
j
i
+δ
j1···7
i1···7
δ
p
i
δjq√
7! 7!
1
7!
δ
pr1···7
i1···8
δ
j1···8
qr1···7
δ
l123
k123
+ 1
2!
δ
j1···8
i1···8
δ
pr12
k123
δ
l123
qr12√
8! 3! 8! 3!
1
7!
δ
pr1···7
i1···8
δ
j1···8
qr1···7
δ
l1···6
k1···6
+ 1
5!
δ
j1···8
i1···8
δ
pr1···5
k1···6
δ
l1···6
qr1···5√
8! 6! 8! 6!
1
7!
δ
pr1···7
i1···8
δ
j1···8
qr1···7
δ
l1···8
k1···8
δ
j
i
+ 1
7!
δ
j1···8
i1···8
δ
pr1···7
k1···8
δ
l1···8
qr1···7
δ
j
i
+δ
j1···8
i1···8
δ
l1···8
k1···8
δ
p
i
δjq√
8! 8! 8! 8!


− δ
p
q δ
I
J
9− n , (B.25)
Rp123 ≡


0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−δp123
ji12√
2!
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
δ
j12p123
i1···5√
5! 2!
0 0 0 0 0
0 0
1
2!
δ
j1···5r12
i1···7
δ
p123
r12i
− 1
4
δ
j1···5p123
i1···7i√
7! 5!
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
1
2!
δ
j1···7r
i1···8
δ
p123
rs12
δ
s12j
k123
− 1
4
δ
j1···7j
i1···8
δ
p123
k123√
8! 3! 7!
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
δ
j1···8
i1···8
δ
l123p123
k1···6√
8! 6! 8! 3!
0 0
0 0 0 0 0
δ
j1···8
i1···8
δ
l1···6r12
k1···8
δ
p123
ir12
2!
√
8! 8! 8! 6!
0


,
(B.26)
Rp123 ≡


0
−δij12p123√
2!
0 0 0 0 0
0 0
δ
j1···5
i12p123√
2! 5!
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
1
2!
δ
j1···7
i1···5r12
δ
r12j
p123
− 1
4
δ
j1···7j
i1···5p123√
5! 7!
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1
2!
δ
j1···8
i1···7r
δ
rs12
p123
δ
l123
s12i
− 1
4
δ
j1···8
i1···7i
δ
l123
p123√
7! 8! 3!
0 0
0 0 0 0 0
δ
j1···8
i1···8
δ
l1···6
k123p123√
8! 3! 8! 6!
0
0 0 0 0 0 0
δ
j1···8
i1···8
δ
l1···8
k1···6r12
δ
jr12
p123
2!
√
8! 6! 8! 8!
0 0 0 0 0 0 0


= (Rp123)T , (B.27)
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Rp1···6 ≡


0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
δ
p1···6
i1···5j√
5!
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
δ
j12
ir
δ
p1···6r
i1···7
+ 1
2
δ
p1···6j12
i1···7i√
7! 2!
0 0 0 0 0
0 0
δ
j1···5r123
i1···8
δ
p1···6
k123r123
3!
√
8! 3! 5!
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
δ
rj1···7
i1···8
δ
p1···6j
k1···6r
+ 1
2
δ
j1···7j
i1···8
δ
p1···6
k1···6√
8! 6! 7!
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
−δj1···8
i1···8
δ
p1···6r12
k1···8
δ
l123
ir12
2!
√
8! 8! 8! 3!
0 0


, (B.28)
Rp1···6 ≡


0 0
δ
j1···5i
p1···6√
5!
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
δ
jr
i12
δ
j1···7
p1···6r
+ 1
2
δ
j1···7j
p1···6i12√
2! 7!
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
δ
j1···8
i1···5r123
δ
l123r123
p1···6
3!
√
5! 8! 3!
0 0
0 0 0 0 0
δ
j1···8
ri1···7
δ
l1···6r
p1···6i
+ 1
2
δ
j1···8
i1···7i
δ
l1···6
p1···6√
7! 8! 6!
0
0 0 0 0 0 0
−δj1···8
i1···8
δ
l1···8
p1···6r12
δ
jr12
k123
2!
√
8! 3! 8! 8!
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0


= (Rp1···6)T , (B.29)
Rp1···8,p ≡


0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
δ
p1···8
i1···7j
δ
p
i
+ 1
4
δ
p1···8
i1···7i
δ
p
j√
7!
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −
δ
j12p
k123
δ
p1···8
i1···8√
8! 3! 2!
0 0 0 0 0
0 0
δ
j1···5p
k1···6
δ
p1···8
i1···8√
8! 6! 5!
0 0 0 0
0 0 0
δ
j1···7p
i1···8
δ
p1···8
k1···8
δ
j
i
+ 1
4
δ
j1···7j
i1···8
δ
p1···8
k1···8
δ
p
i√
8! 8! 7!
0 0 0


, (B.30)
Rp1···8,p ≡


0 0 0
δ
j1···7i
p1···8
δjp+
1
4
δ
j1···7j
p1···8
δip√
7!
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −
δ
l123
i12p
δ
j1···8
p1···8√
2! 8! 3!
0 0
0 0 0 0 0
δ
l1···6
i1···5p
δ
j1···8
p1···8√
5! 8! 6!
0
0 0 0 0 0 0
δ
j1···8
i1···7p
δ
l1···8
p1···8
δ
j
i
+ 1
4
δ
j1···8
i1···7i
δ
l1···8
p1···8
δjp√
7! 8! 8!
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0


= (Rp1···8,p)T . (B.31)
We can identify the Cartan generators as
{Hk} = {Kdd −Kd+1d+1, . . . , K99 −Kzz, K88 +K99 +Kzz + 13 D} , (B.32)
and the positive/negative simple-root generators are
{Ek} = {Kdd+1, . . . , K9z, R89z} , {Fk} = {Kd+1d, . . . , Kz9, R89z} . (B.33)
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They satisfy the relations
[Hk, El] = AklEl , [Hk, Fl] = −Akl Fl , [Ek, Fl] = δklHl ,
1
αn
tr(HkHl) = Akl ,
1
αn
tr(Ek Fl) = δkl ,
(B.34)
where
(Akl) =


2 −1
−1 2
. . .
. . .
. . . −1 −1
−1 2 −1 0
−1 2 0
−1 0 0 2


,
n 4 5 6 7 8
αn 3 4 6 12 60
. (B.35)
The set of positive/negative root generators can be obtained by taking commutators of the
simple-root generators Ek/Fk , and they can be summarized as
{Eα} = {Kij (i < j), Ri123 , Ri1···6 , Ri1···8,i} ,
{Fα} = {Kij (i > j), Ri123 , Ri1···6 , Ri1···8,i} .
(B.36)
B.2 Type IIB parameterization
We can transform the En generators of the M-theory parameterization into the type IIB
parameterization by using the linear map (3.14). Namely, we act the following operation to
the matrix representations of the generators:
T (Tαˆ)IJ ≡ (ST)IK (Tαˆ)KL SLJ . (B.37)
Then, T (Tαˆ)IJ is the matrix representations in the type IIB parameterization. The explicit
form of the constant matrix SIJ has been determined such that the algebra of the type IIB
generators is closed. We also change the name of the generators such that the SL(7)× SL(2)
symmetry is manifest. Concretely, we convert the non-positive-level generators of the M-theory
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parameterization into those of the type IIB parameterization as follows:
T (Kab) Kab
''
T (Kij)
00
//
++
**
T (Kaa−2Kαα3 ) Kyy // Kmn
T (Kαβ − 12 δαβ Kγγ) ǫαγ Rγβ // Rαβ
T (Kαa) Rαay
''
T (Ra1yz) Kya1
BB
Rαm1m2
T (Ri1i2i3)
11
//
--
T (Ra1a2α) ǫ⊺αβ Rβa1a2
77
T (Ra1a2a3) Ra1a2a3y // Rm1···m4
T (Ra1···a4yz) Ra1···a4
66
T (Ri1···i6)
11
//
--
T (Ra1···a5α) ǫ⊺αβ Rβa1···a5y // Rαm1···m6
T (Ra1···a6) Ra1···a6y,y
''
T (Ri1···i8,i) //
--
T (Ra1···a6yz,α) ǫ⊺αβ Rβa1···a6
==
Rm1···m7,m
T (Ra1···a6yz,a) Ra1···a6y,a
77
(B.38)
A similar map for the positive-level generators can be found by taking the generalized trans-
pose; e.g.,
T (Ra1a2a3) = [T (Ra1a2a3)]T = [Ra1a2a3y]T = Ra1a2a3y . (B.39)
We then obtain the En generators (n ≤ 8) in the type IIB parameterization:
{Tα} = {Kmn, Rαβ, Rm12α , Rm1···4 , Rm1···6α , Rm1···7,m Rαm12 , Rm1···4 , Rαm1···6 , Rm1···7,m} . (B.40)
By using the notations
δn1···nnm1···mn ≡ n! δn1···nnm1···mn , (· · · )m1···p ≡ (· · · )m1···mp , δαβγδ ≡ δ
(α
(γ δ
β)
δ) , (B.41)
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their matrix representations are found as follows:
Krs ≡ diag
10×10


−δms δrn
δαβ δ
r
mδ
n
s
1
2!
δ
rt12
m123
δ
n123
st12√
3! 3!
1
4!
δαβ δ
rt1···4
m1···5δ
n1···5
st1···4√
5! 5!
1
5!
δ
rt1···5
m1···6δ
n1···6
st1···5δ
n
m+δ
n1···6
m1···6δ
r
mδ
n
s√
6! 6!
1
6!
δ
α12
β12
δ
rt1···6
m1···7δ
n1···7
st1···6√
7! 7!
δαβ (
1
6!
δ
rt1···6
m1···7δ
n1···7
st1···6δ
q12
p12
+δ
n1···7
m1···7δ
rt
p12
δ
q12
st )√
7! 2! 7! 2!
1
6!
δ
rt1···6
m1···7δ
n1···7
st1···6δ
p1···4
q1···4+
1
3!
δ
n1···7
m1···7δ
rt123
p1···4δ
q1···4
st123√
7! 4! 7! 4!
δαβ (
1
6!
δ
rt1···6
m1···7δ
n1···7
st1···6δ
q1···6
p1···6+
1
5!
δ
n1···7
m1···7δ
rt1···5
p1···6 δ
q1···6
st1···5 )√
7! 6! 7! 6!
1
6!
δ
rt1···6
m1···7δ
n1···7
st1···6δ
q1···7
p1···7 δ
n
m+
1
6!
δ
n1···7
m1···7δ
rt1···6
p1···7 δ
q1···7
st1···6δ
n
m+δ
n1···7
m1···7δ
q1···7
p1···7 δ
r
mδ
n
s√
7! 7! 7! 7!


− δ
r
s δ
I
J
9− n , (B.42)
Rγδ ≡


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 δα(γǫδ)βδ
n
m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
δα(γ ǫδ)βδ
n1···5
m1···5√
5! 5!
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
(Rγδ)
α12
β12
δ
n1···7
m1···7√
7! 7!
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
δα(γǫδ)βδ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
q12
p12√
7! 2! 7! 2!
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
δα(γ ǫδ)βδ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
q1···6
p1···6√
7! 6! 7! 6!
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


[
(Rγδ)
α12
β12
≡ δα1α2β1(γ ǫδ)β2 + δ
α1α2
β2(γ
ǫδ)β1
]
, (B.43)
Rr12γ ≡


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
δαγ δ
r12
mn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
ǫβγδ
nr12
m123√
3!
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0
δαγ δ
n123r12
m1···5√
5! 3!
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
ǫβγ
[
c2 δ
n1···5 r12
m1···6m
+δ
n1···5 t
m1···6
δ
r12
mt
]
√
6! 5!
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
δ
α12
βγ
δ
n1···5r12
m1···7√
7! 5!
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
δαγ
[
c2 δ
n1···6n
m1···7
δ
r12
p12
+δ
n1···6s
m1···7
δ
r12
st δ
tn
p12
]
√
7! 2! 6!
δα(β1
ǫβ2)γ
δ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
r12
p12√
7! 2! 7!
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
ǫβγδ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
q12r12
p1···4√
7! 4! 7! 2!
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
δαγ δ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
p1···q4r12
p1···6√
7! 6! 7! 4!
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ǫβγδ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
q1···6t
p1···7
δ
r12
mt√
7! 7! 7! 6!
0


[
c2 ≡ 4 +
√
2
14
]
, (B.44)
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Rγr12 ≡


0 δγβδ
nm
r12
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0
ǫαγδ
n123
mr12√
3!
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
δ
γ
β
δ
n1···5
m123 r12√
3! 5!
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
ǫαγ
[
c2 δ
n1···6n
m1···5r12
+δ
n1···6
m1···5t
δntr12
]
√
5! 6!
δ
αγ
β12
δ
n1···7
m1···5r12√
5! 7!
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
δ
γ
β
[
c2 δ
n1···7
m1···6m
δ
q12
r12
+δ
n1···7
m1···6s
δstr12
δ
q12
tm
]
√
6! 7! 2!
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
δ
(α1
β
ǫα2)γδ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
q12
r12√
7! 7! 2!
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ǫαγδ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
q1···4
p12r12√
7! 2! 7! 4!
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
δ
γ
β
δ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
q1···6
p1···p4r12√
7! 4! 7! 6!
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ǫαγδ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
q1···7
p1···6t
δ
nt
r12√
7! 6! 7! 7!
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


= (Rr12γ )
T , (B.45)
Rr1···4 ≡


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
δ
r1···4
m123n√
3!
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
0
−δαβ δ
nr1···4
m1···5√
5!
0 0 0 0 0 0 00
0 0
[ 1
3!
δ
n123 t123
m1···6
δ
r1···4
mt123
+c4 δ
n123 r1···4
m1···6m
]
√
6! 3!
0 0 0 0 0 00
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
0 0 0
δαβ δ
n1···5 t12
m1···7
δ
r1···4
t12p12
2!
√
7! 2! 5!
0 0 0 0 00
0 0 0 0
[ 1
3!
δ
n1···6s
m1···7
δ
t123n
p1···4
δ
r1···4
st123
+c4 δ
n1···6n
m1···7
δ
r1···4
p1···4
]
√
7! 4! 6!
0 0 0 00
0 0 0 0 0 0
−δαβ δ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
q12r1···4
p1···6√
7! 6! 7! 2!
0 00
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
δ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
q1···4
pt123
δ
t123r1···4
p1···7
3!
√
7! 7! 7! 4!
00


[
c4 ≡ 4 +
√
2
7
]
, (B.46)
Rr1···4 ≡


00
δ
n123m
r1···4√
3!
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
00 0
−δαβ δ
n1···5
mr1···4√
5!
0 0 0 0 0 0
00 0 0
[ 1
3!
δ
n1···6
m123 t123
δ
nt123
r1···4
+c4 δ
n1···6n
m123 r1···4
]
√
3! 6!
0 0 0 0 0
00 0 0 0 0
δαβ δ
n1···7
m1···5 t12
δ
t12q12
r1···4
2!
√
5! 7! 2!
0 0 0
00 0 0 0 0 0
[ 1
3!
δ
n1···7
m1···6s
δ
q1···4
t123m
δ
st123
r1···4
+c4 δ
n1···7
m1···6m
δ
q1···4
r1···4
]
√
6! 7! 4!
0 0
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
00 0 0 0 0 0 0
−δαβ δ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
q1···6
p12r1···4√
7! 2! 7! 6!
0
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
δ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
qt123
p1···4
δ
q1···7
t123 r1···4
3!
√
7! 4! 7! 7!
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


= (Rr1···4)T , (B.47)
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Rr1···6γ ≡


0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000
δαγ δ
r1···6
m1···5n√
5!
0 0 0 0 0 0 000
0
ǫβγ
[
c6 δ
nr1···6
m1···6m
−δr1···6m1···6δnm
]
√
6!
0 0 0 0 0 000
0
−δα12
βγ
δ
nr1···6
m1···7√
7!
0 0 0 0 0 000
0 0
−δαγ δ
r1···6 t
m1···7
δ
n123
p12t√
7! 2! 3!
0 0 0 0 000
0 0 0
ǫβγδ
r1···6 t
m1···7
δ
n1···5
p1···4t√
7! 4! 5!
0 0 0 000
0 0 0 0
−δαγ
[
c6 δ
n1···6n
m1···7
δ
r1···6
p1···6
−δn1···6p1···6 δ
nr1···6
m1···7
]
√
7! 6! 6!
δα(β1
ǫβ2)γ
δ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
r1···6
p1···6√
7! 7! 6!
0 000
0 0 0 0 0 0
ǫβγδ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
r1···6 t
p1···7
δ
q12
mt√
7! 7! 7! 2!
000


[
c6 ≡ 2− 3
√
2
14
]
, (B.48)
Rγr1···6 ≡


000
δ
γ
β
δ
n1···5m
r1···6√
5!
0 0 0 0 0 0
000 0
ǫαγ
[
c6 δ
n1···6n
mr1···6
−δn1···6r1···6 δnm
]
√
6!
−δαγ
β12
δ
n1···7
mr1···6√
7!
0 0 0 0
000 0 0 0
−δγ
β
δ
n1···7
r1···6t
δ
q12 t
m123√
3! 7! 2!
0 0 0
000 0 0 0 0
ǫαγδ
n1···7
r1···6 t
δ
q1···4t
m1···5√
5! 7! 4!
0 0
000 0 0 0 0 0
−δγ
β
[
c6 δ
n1···7
m1···6m
δ
q1···6
r1···6
−δq1···6m1···6δ
n1···7
mr1···6
]
√
6! 7! 6!
0
000 0 0 0 0 0
δ
(α1
β
ǫα2)γδ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
q1···6
r1···6√
7! 7! 6!
0
000 0 0 0 0 0 0
ǫαγδ
n1···7
m1···7
δ
q1···7
r1···6t
δ
nt
p12√
7! 2! 7! 7!
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


= (Rr1···6γ )
T , (B.49)
Rr1···7,r ≡


0 0 0 0 0 00000
0 0 0 0 0 00000
0 0 0 0 0 00000
0 0 0 0 0 00000[
c7,1 δ
r
nδ
r1···7
m1···6m
−δr1···7nm1···6 δrm
]
√
6!
0 0 0 0 00000
0 0 0 0 0 00000
0
δαβ δ
nr
p12
δ
r1···7
m1···7√
7! 2!
0 0 0 00000
0 0
δ
n123 r
p1···4
δ
r1···7
m1···7√
7! 4! 3!
0 0 00000
0 0 0
δαβ δ
n1···5r
p1···6
δ
r1···7
m1···7√
7! 6! 5!
0 00000
0 0 0 0
[
c7,1 δ
n1···6n
m1···7
δ
r1···7
p1···7
δrm
−δn1···6rm1···7 δ
r1···7
p1···7
δnm
]
√
7! 7! 6!
00000


[
c7,1 ≡ 4 +
√
2
7
√
2
]
, (B.50)
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Rr1···7,r ≡


0000
[
c7,1 δ
m
r δ
n1···6n
r1···7
−δmn1···6r1···7 δnr
]
√
6!
0 0 0 0 0
0000 0 0
δαβ δ
q12
mr δ
n1···7
r1···7√
7! 2!
0 0 0
0000 0 0 0
δ
q1···4
m123 r
δ
n1···7
r1···7√
3! 7! 4!
0 0
0000 0 0 0 0
δαβ δ
q1···6
m1···5r
δ
n1···7
r1···7√
5! 7! 6!
0
0000 0 0 0 0 0
[
c7,1 δ
n1···7
m1···6m
δ
q1···7
r1···7
δnr
−δn1···7m1···6rδ
q1···7
r1···7
δnm
]
√
6! 7! 7!
0000 0 0 0 0 0 0
0000 0 0 0 0 0 0
0000 0 0 0 0 0 0
0000 0 0 0 0 0 0
0000 0 0 0 0 0 0


= (Rr1···7,r)T . (B.51)
Again, we can identify the Cartan generators as
{Hk} = {Kdd − Kd+1d+1, . . . , K77 − K88, K88 + K99 − 14 D− R12, 2R12, K88 − K99} , (B.52)
and the positive/negative simple-root generators are
{Ek} = {Kdd+1, . . . , K78, R891 , R22, K89} , {Fk} = {Kd+1d, . . . , K87, R167, −R11, K98} .
(B.53)
The set of positive/negative root generators can be summarized as
{Eα} = {Kmn (m < n), R22, Rm12α , Rm1···4 , Rm1···6α , Rm1···7,m} ,
{Fα} = {Kmn (m > n), −R11, Rαm12 , Rm1···4 , Rαm1···6 , Rm1···7,m} .
(B.54)
We have checked that the obtained type IIB generators satisfy the following E8 algebra:
[
Kmn, K
p
q
]
= δpn K
m
q − δmq Kpn , (B.55)[
Kmn, R
p12
α
]
= δp12nr R
mr
α , (B.56)[
Kmn, R
p1···4
]
=
1
3!
δp1···4nr123 R
mr123 , (B.57)
[
Kmn, R
p1···6
α
]
=
1
5!
δp1···6nr1···5 R
mr1···5
α , (B.58)
[
Kmn, R
p1···7,p
]
=
1
6!
δp1···7nr1···6 R
mr1···6,p + δpn R
p1···7,m , (B.59)
[
Kmn, R
α
p12
]
= −δmrp12 Rαnr , (B.60)[
Kmn, Rp1···4
]
= − 1
3!
δmr123p1···4 Rnr123 , (B.61)
[
Kmn, R
α
p1···6
]
= − 1
5!
δmr1···5p1···6 R
α
nr1···5 , (B.62)
[
Kmn, Rp1···7,p
]
= − 1
6!
δmr1···6p1···7 Rnr1···6,p − δmp Rp1···7,n , (B.63)[
Rαβ, Rγδ
]
= δσ(αǫβ)γ Rσδ + δ
σ
(αǫβ)δ Rγσ , (B.64)
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[
Rαβ, R
m12
γ
]
= δσ(αǫβ)γ R
m12
σ , (B.65)[
Rαβ, R
m1···6
γ
]
= δσ(αǫβ)γ R
m1···6
σ , (B.66)[
Rαβ, R
γ
m12
]
= −δγ(αǫβ)σ Rσm12 , (B.67)[
Rαβ, R
γ
m1···6
]
= −δγ(αǫβ)σ Rσm1···6 , (B.68)[
Rm12α , R
n12
β
]
= −ǫαβ Rm12n12 , (B.69)[
Rm12α , R
n1···4
]
= Rm12n1···4α , (B.70)[
Rm12α , R
n1···6
β
]
= − 1
5!
ǫαβ δ
n1···6
r1···5s R
m12r1···4,s , (B.71)
[
Rm12α , R
β
n12
]
= δβα δ
m12
pr δ
qr
n12
Kpq − 1
4
δβα δ
m12
n12
δqp K
p
q − ǫβγ δm12n12 Rαγ , (B.72)
[
Rm12α , Rn1···4
]
=
1
2!
ǫαβ δ
m12r12
n1···4 R
β
r12
, (B.73)
[
Rm12α , R
β
n1···6
]
= − 1
4!
δβα δ
m12r1···4
n1···6 Rr1···4 , (B.74)
[
Rm12α , Rn1···7,n
]
=
1
5!
ǫαβ δ
m12r1···5
n1···7 R
β
r1···5n , (B.75)
[
Rm1···4 , Rn1···4
]
=
1
3!
δn1···4r123s R
m1···4r123,s , (B.76)
[
Rm1···4 , Rαn12
]
=
1
2!
ǫαβ δm1···4n12r12 R
r12
β , (B.77)
[
Rm1···4 , Rn1···4
]
=
1
3!
δm1···4pr123 δ
qr123
n1···4 K
p
q − 1
2
δm1···4n1···4 δ
q
p K
p
q (B.78)
[
Rm1···4 , Rαn1···6
]
=
1
2!
δm1···4r12n1···6 R
α
r12
, (B.79)
[
Rm1···4 , Rn1···7,n
]
= − 1
3!
δm1···4r123n1···7 Rr123n (B.80)
[
Rm1···6α , R
β
n12
]
= − 1
4!
δβα δ
m1···6
n12r1···4 R
r1···4 , (B.81)
[
Rm1···6α , Rn1···4
]
=
1
2!
δm1···6n1···4r12 R
r12
α , (B.82)
[
Rm1···6α , R
β
n1···6
]
=
1
5!
δβα δ
m1···6
pr1···5 δ
qr1···5
n1···6 K
p
q − 3
4
δβα δ
m1···6
n1···6 δ
q
p K
p
q − ǫβγ δm1···6n1···6 Rαγ , (B.83)[
Rm1···6α , Rn1···7,n
]
= −ǫαβ δm1···6rn1···7 Rβrn , (B.84)[
Rm1···7,m, Rαn12
]
=
1
5!
ǫαβ δm1···7n12r1···5 R
r1···5n
β , (B.85)
[
Rm1···7,m, Rn1···4
]
= − 1
3!
δm1···7n1···4r123 R
r123m (B.86)
[
Rm1···7,m, Rαn1···6
]
= −ǫαβ δm1···7n1···6r Rrmβ , (B.87)[
Rm1···7,m, Rn1···7,n
]
= δm1···7n1···7 K
m
n , (B.88)[
Rαm12 , R
β
n12
]
= ǫαβ Rm12n12 , (B.89)[
Rαm12 , Rn1···4
]
= −Rαm12n1···4 , (B.90)[
Rαm12 , R
β
n1···6
]
=
1
5!
ǫαβ δr1···5sn1···6 Rm12r1···5,s , (B.91)
[
Rm1···4 , Rn1···4
]
= − 1
3!
δr123sn1···4 Rm1···4r123,s . (B.92)
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